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We find  that  differential  gene  expression  (with  a  quality-aware  assembler)  is  a  promising  application  over  which  to  use 
lossy quality score compression. This is supported by the observation that the calling of the most salient and discernible 
genes are affected by their compression.

























•  Application of lossy compression in a candidate
application for differential gene expression (DGE)
•  Evaluate impact of lossy QS on transcript 
reconstruction




What downstream applications can deal with QS 
distortion?
✔  Lossy compression of QS
✔  Compression
Transcriptome reconstruction with quality score distortion in 
reference-based alignment 
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Motivation
How to cope with the deluge of genomic data?





Reuter A., et al. “High-throughput sequencing technologies”. Molecular Cell, 2015
Gene expression  — real samples, six replicates —
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